The relationship between R&D investments and technical change is inherently uncertain. In this paper we combine economics and decision analysis to incorporate the uncertainty of technical change into climate change policy analysis. We present the results of an expert elicitation on the prospects for technical change in carbon capture and storage. We find a significant amount of disagreement between experts, even over the most mature technology; and this disagreement is most pronounced in regards to cost estimates. We then use the results of the expert elicitations as inputs to the MiniCAM integrated assessment model, to derive probabilistic information about the impacts of R&D investments on the costs of emissions abatement. We conclude that we need to gather more information about the technical and societal potential for Carbon Storage; cost differences among the different capture technologies play a relatively smaller role.
Introduction
In this paper we combine expert elicitations and economic modeling to analyze the potential for Research and Development (R&D) into Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) to impact climate change. We concentrate on R&D investment directly, leaving the analysis of the government's role in R&D investment to future research. We consider how R&D impacts technical change, and how technical change impacts the cost of reducing carbon emissions. We focus on technological improvements to carbon capture technology, while using some prior results in the literature on the feasibility and acceptability of long term carbon storage. We study the impacts of technical change on the entire abatement cost curve, which measures the costs of abatement, defined as a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, at each level of abatement between 0% and 100%.
This paper is part of a larger research project in which we are analyzing a number of climate change energy technologies including solar photovoltaics ), nuclear power (Baker et al. 2008a) , electricity from biomass, wind and solar grid integration, liquid bio-fuels, and battery technologies. See Baker et al. (2007) for an overview of the framework.
Crafting policies to address climate change presents us with a classic problem of dynamic decision making under uncertainty. We are faced with deep uncertainty about climate damages, in particular about how an extra ton of carbon emitted today will result in a stream of damages in the future. This is what economists call marginal social damages, and is crucial for determining climate policy. We are also uncertain about the future of technical change. CCS is particularly interesting because in many Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs), CCS plays a very large role in allowing the world to stabilize emissions in a reasonable period of time at a reasonable cost (See Clarke et al. 2007a and IPCC 2005 ). Yet, CCS at the scales imagined in the IAMs is far from an established technology. There is a great deal of uncertainly about our ability to build carbon capture plants at the costs assumed by many IAMs, and there is uncertainty about the technical and social viability of large scale storage.
The role of the marginal abatement cost curve The uncertainties in both climate damages and in technical change are dynamic, in that we expect to learn more about each as time goes on. The value of a particular R&D program for a particular technology depends not only on whether the technology development is successful, but may depend on the severity of climate change damages in the future. Some technologies, such as improvements in fossil fuel efficiencies, may have the largest impact if climate change turns out to be mild and only small reductions in emissions are called-for. At very high abatement levels society will tend to substitute away from fossil fuel, and thus improvements in those technologies will have less impact. Other technologies, such as electric vehicles, may have the most impact if climate change turns out to be very severe, calling for an almost total reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. Electric vehicles may not be adopted at low abatement levels, but may prove to be a widespread alternative at very high abatement levels. We have shown in past work (Baker et al. 2008b ) that it is particularly important to understand how new technologies will impact the Marginal Abatement Cost Curve (MAC). This is the curve that reflects the cost of reducing emissions by an additional ton. The MAC can be combined with uncertain marginal damages to analyze climate policy-both emissions policy and technology policy. The output of this paper is to show how different R&D investments in CCS technologies will lead to different probability distributions over MACs.
We note here that there are many ways to evaluate new technologies in terms of climate change. One prominent example is estimating the present value of welfare gain under the assumption of a given stabilization target. We are focussing, however, on the impacts to the MAC for several reasons. First, many abstract, analytical models represent technical change in terms of its impact on the MAC (Bramoulle and Olson 2005; Downing and White 1986; Fischer et al. 2003; Goulder and Schneider 1999; Jung et al. 1996; Milliman and Prince 1989; Rosendahl 2004) or on the abatement cost curve directly (Baker and Adu-Bonnah 2008; Baker et al. 2006; Goulder and Mathai 2000; Montero 2002; Parry 1998) . Our work provides an empirical basis for the representation of technical change in this literature. Moreover, understanding the impacts on the MAC is important because, when combined with a marginal damages curve, it determines the optimal amount of abatement, and implicitly, the optimal amounts of different technologies to be used in the economy. Thus, we are uncertain about which stabilization target we will ultimately aim for, because we are uncertain about the marginal damages from climate change AND we are uncertain about which technologies will be available to mitigate climate change. By paying attention to the impact of technology all along the curve (rather than just a point estimate), we gain information about how optimal behavior will change with changes in marginal damages. Thus, we will investigate here the impact of technical success in the defined CCS technologies on the MAC. In Baker et al. (2007) we described a general framework for quantifying the uncertainty in climate change technology R&D programs and their associated impacts on emission reductions. In Baker et al. (2009) we present an implementation of that framework, focusing on advanced solar technology; and here we focus on CCS. Figure 1 illustrates the flow of the data in this framework; the actions placed within the box are discussed in this paper; the actions outside the box are applications of the outputs of this paper. The first step of the project, discussed in Section 2, is collecting probabilistic data on CCS technologies through expert elicitations. The products of the elicitations include explicit definitions of endpoints for each technology, and probabilities of achieving those endpoints for given funding trajectories. In Section 2.7, we compare our results with a similar study performed by the National Academy. In Section 3 we determine how the technologies would impact the abatement cost curve, if they achieve the defined In Section 3.4 we discuss the parameterization of each technology's impact on the MAC. In Section 4, we combine the probabilities with the impacts on the MAC to derive multiple representations of the probabilistic impacts of R&D. As shown in Fig. 1 , these can then be combined with probability distributions of climate damages in technology policy models. We conclude with a discussion about further work that needs to be done in regards to gathering data about CCS in Section 5.
Organization of paper and flow of data

Expert elicitations
In this section we discuss the steps in the expert elicitation that we performed. These include the selection of particular technologies, the development of definitions of endpoints for the technologies, how we structured the probability assessments, and the results of those assessments. The output from the expert elicitations are specific definitions of success for each R&D project, and probabilities of success for each of those projects, given specific funding trajectories. We then go on to compare our results with the National Academy Study.
Identifying experts
After a preliminary review of the literature, we contacted a set of engineering and economic experts who had familiarity with the range of CCS technologies. First, we met in person with experts who were especially knowledgeable in particular areas to structure the assessments as described below. We then identified four different experts with a range of areas of expertise (within CCS) to provide the probability judgments through completing written questionnaires. (While more experts would always be desirable, as we shall discuss with regard to future research, this small sample size is useful for obtaining preliminary estimates of mean probabilities.) We note that researchers may tend to self-select to work on technologies they believe hold promise, but those closest to a technology may also be most knowledgeable about its risks and the prospects for overcoming those risks. We balanced these considerations by working with a mix of CCS experts, by discussing with each expert potential biases and how to give answers as objective as possible, by obtaining rationales for assessments and by facilitating a round of feedback in which experts challenged each others' opinions. See Table 1 for a list of the experts who provided probabilities.
Technologies considered
Our focus is on understanding how current investment in R&D has the potential to lower abatement costs 40 to 50 years in the future. Hence, we asked the initial set of experts to identify areas where there was potential for significant progress or even breakthroughs within this time frame. CCS technologies involve removing carbon during the production of energy so that it can be stored rather than released into the atmosphere. There are three main categories of CCS corresponding to three points in the process: Pre-combustion carbon capture, alternative combustion, and Postcombustion removal. Several key technologies within each area were identified, in part so that we could consider the potential return from a range of investment levels. These technologies (as well as a more comprehensive list of developing technologies) are described at length in, for example, Metz et al. (2005) , Esber (2006) and Katzer et al. (2007) . Pre-combustion capture works in conjunction with combined cycle power plants, such as IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) or NGCC (Natural Gas Combined Cycle) to remove CO 2 from syngas generated from fossil fuels or biomass, resulting in a stream of hydrogen to be used for combustion. Challenges are to make this process energy efficient and robust.
Technologies that remove CO 2 during combustion are more varied and involve changing the environment in which combustion occurs so that carbon is not released. We originally considered two promising directions. Chemical looping uses fine solid particles to carry oxygen to react with the fuel and then carry CO 2 away from the reaction without release into the air. This technology faces the challenge of finding particles that are both effective and durable at high enough temperatures. If these challenges can be successfully met, however, it is a very attractive technology, with much lower energy and non-energy demands. Using pure oxygen for combustion results in a flue gas that is almost entirely CO 2 and H 2 O, thus requires almost no additional energy to separate out CO 2 (Jensen et al. 2005) . Supercritical water oxidation (for which we modeled the impact of a successful technology, but did not assess probabilities) dissolves CO 2 as it forms, allowing it to be processed without being released as a gas.
Post-combustion CO 2 separation removes CO 2 from flue gases, through several possible means: membranes, solvents, stimulus or cryogenic methods. Its challenges involve finding materials that are effective, safe, and inexpensive to create and operate, even on existing power plants. This covers (at a high level, and not exhaustively) a wide range of capture technologies in various stages of R&D.
Definitions of success
In order to meaningfully assess probabilities of success, the events constituting a successful endpoint must be defined unambiguously enough that one could say, after the fact, whether or not the event has occurred (Spetzler and Stael von Holstein 1975) . This endpoint is not meant to imply any absolute threshold between success and failure, but rather an operational definition for the purpose of assigning probabilities. Although it is theoretically possible to fix any arbitrary set of values as an endpoint, input from one or two CCS experts per technology was necessary to identify reasonable endpoints -endpoints that are not so ambitious as to be practically impossible, but that require some scientific advances beyond incremental improvements. Note that in order to translate the impact of technical success onto the entire MAC, we did not condition our elicitations on a specific carbon price. We discuss the ramifications of this in more detail in Section 2.7 below.
We define success across multiple dimensions of performance, to the extent possible in terms that will be easy for experts to relate to technology research activity and also practical to translate into parameters for economic analysis. This led to the use of differently defined technical hurdles for expert assessments on different technologies, even though we ultimately converted these costs to comparable terms to calculate the MAC curve. The definitions were as follows:
• Pre-combustion carbon capture:
Assuming that IGCC technology becomes a standard; and -assuming design is optimized to 90% capture; -parasitic energy loss (percent of energy produced which is devoted to capture rather than production of electricity) ≤ 10%; and -incremental capital cost for IGCC ≤ 10%.
• Chemical looping: -Operation at 1,200 degrees K (so that combustion will be efficient); and -cost of energy of 0.05 cents/kWh or less. Note, the cost of energy for Chemical looping includes capital, fuel, maintenance and operation; these are inter-related and will require either development of durable absorbent particles or a design that allows for easy replacement of absorbent particles. -meeting environmental regulations for other pollutants.
• Post-combustion CO 2 separation: a process that achieves -availability of 90%, (i.e., maintenance of 2 weeks per year, comparable to existing plants); -derating (amount of additional energy compared to a no-capture plant) of no more than 30%, assuming a design optimized for a capture rate of 90%; -cost per ton of CO 2 avoided of $25 per ton or less; -on at least 50% of available coal (that is, on coal other than lower-quality lignite).
We also defined a technical endpoint for Super-critical water oxidation, but due to the specificity of this technology, we were not able to find sufficient experts to assess it. We include the definition here for completeness:
• Super-critical water oxidation: We defined two targets-less aggressive and more aggressive-to account for a trade-off between efficiency and plant lifetime. At higher temperatures, the process would be more efficient, but more corrosive, thus reducing plant lifetime. Hence, we considered a lower temperature target which would be easier to achieve, but less likely to lead to a cost advantage even if it does succeed; and a higher temperature which would be harder to achieve, but more likely to lead to the low cost if it succeeds. Of particular note with this technology is that it is defined to achieve a 100% capture rate, if successful. In our analysis below we illustrate the relevance of this.
To put these definitions in perspective, consider the estimates presented in IPCC 2005 (Metz et al. 2005 ). They report current energy requirements and incremental capital costs for current IGCC plants of 14-25% and 19-66% respectively. Our targets for pre-combustion represent a decrease of 29% and 47% below the low estimates. This compares with the IPCC prediction that, with sustained R&D, costs will reduce by 20-30% in the next 10 years. Thus, the targets defined above appear to be in line with the IPCC report. For post-combustion, the IPCC reports energy requirements and cost per ton of C0 2 avoided for current pulverized coal plants of 30% and $30-$70, respectively. Our targets are roughly equivalent in terms of energy requirement, and represent about a 17% reduction in costs. Thus, our target does not appear overly ambitious in comparison with the IPCC report. There are no good comparisons for Chemical Looping or Super-critical Water Oxidation.
Probability elicitations
We now describe the elicitation of probability assessments for the technologies in this study, describing the process of structuring these assessments and conducting surveys to obtain judgments from multiple experts. Our method for assessing prospects of long-term R&D under varying funding scenarios is based on insights from the standard Decision Analysis literature on obtaining probability judgments from experts in ways that avoid biases due to overconfidence, motivation, anchoring, etc. (Morgan and Keith 1995; Spetzler and Stael von Holstein 1975; von Winterfeldt and Edwards 1986) . In the following sections we present the raw results of these surveys and discuss how multiple probabilities may be combined.
As mentioned above, we worked with an initial set of experts to structure event trees describing which combinations of events must occur to achieve success as defined above. We developed detailed influence diagrams (Howard and Matheson 2005) , and then distilled these into event trees on which to base our probability assessments. Before administering the final assessments, we conducted practice assessments where practical with the experts who developed the structure. We also previewed the final questionnaire with one of the second set of experts. From this Fig. 2 Structure of probability tree for Post-combustion preview, we then modified some of the questions to improve their formulation before the final elicitation.
The structure of the event trees varied across the technologies. For Precombustion, we simply assessed the likelihood of achieving the defined levels of energy loss and capital cost, under the assumption that IGCC was widely used and that the process was optimized for 90% capture. Thus, it had two hurdles to overcome in series. Where multiple paths are available to achieve success (e.g., Postcombustion separation, Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Structure of probability tree for Chemical looping each of the pathways was independent of success on other pathways. Then, with probabilities for each pathway, the total probability of success is 100 percent minus the product of the probability of failure for each pathway. Note that in this tree, the probability for each pathway takes into account how likely that pathway is to clear all the relevant hurdles (cost, derating, etc.).
Chemical looping (Fig. 3) , has two possible paths to success that share a first hurdle (high temperature performance) followed by cost and environmental hurdles for two variations of the technology: with and with dynamic replacement of particles. In this case, the latter probabilities can be different depending on which variation of the technology is considered. After calculating overall probability of success for each technology from the probabilities for overcoming the hurdles, we compared these implied probabilities against overall holistic estimates of a technology's probability of success as a consistency check to offset potential decomposition bias (Salo and Bunn 1995) in which adding details lowers overall probability estimates.
In addition to defining endpoints for each technology, experts defined possible U.S. government funding trajectories. These provide the basis for estimating probability of success. Specifically, we formulated a "baseline" funding trajectory which would give a fair chance to show whether the technology could succeed, i.e., if the technology is really good, the funded research would most likely demonstrate that; a high funding trajectory, beyond which it would be hard to fund good research; and a low funding trajectory, which would at least allow research to continue. We did not explicitly consider a zero-funding trajectory. Funding is defined in terms of duration, amount, and source. Because these trajectories take into consideration at the outset the range of research possibilities, each technology area had a different set of trajectories. As with the endpoints, these funding trajectories are not meant as forecasts or as definitive statements about what is required, but rather function as working assumptions in order to facilitate the estimation of probabilities. These trajectories are given with the assessment results. For Pre-combustion we considered 10-year funding of either $5, $20, or $50 Million dollars per year. For Chemical looping, we considered 10-year funding, with a lower amount in the first five years, and higher amount for the 2nd five years. The low trajectory was $0.5 Million/year followed by $5 Million/year; the baseline trajectory was $1M followed by $10M; and the high funding trajectory was $5M followed by $10M. For Post-combustion we considered a 15 year funding trajectory. The baseline trajectory was defined as $15M/year for the first year, ramping up at an even rate to $30M/year in the last year. The low trajectory was simply $5M/year; and the high trajectory $50M/year.
We then sent out a survey to the second set of experts (listed in Table 1 ). These experts were all comfortable working with probabilities. In addition, before they answered these questions, they read a primer we prepared on probability assessment which described potential biases that can arise and how to avoid them. They provided written rationales for the estimates. Tables 2, 3 , and 4 below summarize the set of assessments, giving each expert's probability of each hurdle being achieved for each technology, at three funding levels each. Expert 4 only felt comfortable assessing Post-combustion. Expert 2 only assessed one question on Chemical looping. The most striking result is the significant disagreement between the experts on the probability of achieving the given endpoints. Experts 1 and 2 appear to be optimists; while experts 3 and 4 are pessimists. Figure 4 presents a graphical representation of the results. It shows how the probability of achieving each endpoint is related to the net present value of the R&D investment trajectory (assuming a 5% real discount rate). We have averaged the two optimists' results, and separately, the two pessimists' results. One question of interest here is whether the disagreement is fundamental-reflecting different beliefs about the overall viability of the defined endpoints; or whether this is a disagreement about how much funding is required to achieve these endpoints. In this case, (in contrast to what we found for solar )) the comments of the experts indicate that the disagreement is fundamental. Regarding the sub-technology of Post-combustion, Molten or alternative solvents, one expert, an optimist, says "The definition of success is close to currently available commercial systems. Workable technology for molten carbonate fuel cells;" while another, a pessimist, says "$25/ton will be practically impossible with the best of technologies. Even with perfect membranes, the cost of compression will be high." Disagreements such as these are found throughout the surveys. We circulated these comments among all the experts, but found very little change in their assessed probabilities.
Assessment data
As the second quote above illustrates, one of the fundamental disagreements is whether the specified cost goals can be met. In Baker et al. (2009) we found this to be the case in our expert elicitations about solar. In fact, disagreements over the probability of achieving cost goals appears to be emerging as a theme in all the expert elicitations we are doing. This reflects at least two issues. The first is that many of our experts are scientific experts, familiar with the relevant scientific properties, but perhaps less familiar with all the factors that determine ultimate cost. The second issue is that trying to predict costs is very complex, at least as complex as trying to predict scientific breakthroughs. The ultimate cost of a technology will depend on its design and the materials used to make it; but also on the specific processes employed to produce it, and on returns to scale. See Rubin et al. (2004) for a discussion of learning curves and CCS; and Riahi et al. (2004) for a discussion of returns to scale. This presents a very challenging problem in eliciting probabilities over future technologies. If a cost goal is not specified, then many of the probabilities of success would be very near 1-scientists can achieve a wide range of results if cost is no object. Moreover, some scientific breakthroughs are crucial to determining the cost. For example, as we mentioned above, achieving success at a higher temperature leads to higher efficiency and therefore impacts cost. Yet, scientific experts may not be the appropriate ones to assess the future economic interactions and returns to scale that will determine ultimate cost. How to approach this is an open question. See Nemet and Baker (2009) for one framework that combines expert elicitations on scientific breakthroughs (not conditioned on a carbon price or other economic variables) with economic cost models that are conditional on carbon price and other economic variables that impact demand, and therefore returns to scale. Alternatively, economic or business specialists could be elicited along with scientists and engineers.
The elicitation results also shed light on whether returns to R&D investment are increasing or decreasing in scale. Most of the responses show decreasing returns over the range of investments we have specified. We note, however, that we did not explicitly ask for the probability of achieving the endpoints in the absence of government R&D funding. In the case of Chemical looping, it appears that the returns are S-shaped over this range, with strongly increasing returns for the early investments, tapering somewhere around $30M. On the other hand, Pre-combustion seems to be showing some increasing returns to scale. The optimists show decreasing returns to scale, but just barely. The pessimists show increasing returns to scale over the range that we assessed. The impression is that it would be beneficial to assess a higher investment trajectory for this technology.
The wide range of opinion within the research community is itself notable, and suggests that the connection from research to development is not yet well understood. Future research could explore further the reasons for disagreement. For example, panels could be convened to discuss a range of endpoints. For modeling purposes, we can compute returns to R&D for the technologies assuming various combinations of the elicited probabilities. Most simple is to calculate an overall probability of success for each technology, for each expert based on that expert's expressed probabilities regarding each hurdle. This can be used for sensitivity analysis, but gives quite wide ranges. In this paper we will focus on two results for illustrative purposes-the simple average of all experts; and the log-odds average. Given the wide range of expert responses, it is best to interpret these averages cautiously (Keith 1996) . Alternatively, we could get different results from the same data, e.g., by averaging probabilities at the hurdle level rather than the technology level, or giving different weights to different experts (Clemen and Winkler 1999) . The simple average presented is responsive to all judgments but not prone to large swings based on a single opinion (von Winterfeldt and Edwards 1986). The log-odds ratio is the natural log of the odds of success, derived by dividing the probability of success by the probability of failure. We calculate the average of the log-odds ratio for each expert, then back out the probability implied by this. This method is much more sensitive to very large and very small probabilities. Figure 5 compares the simple average with the log-odds ratio average for each of the technologies. For Post-combustion, the log-odds ratio average is higher than the simple average, since the optimists have very high probabilities, approaching 100%. For the other two technologies the log-odds ratio average is lower than the simple average, because the pessimists have very low probabilities, approaching 0%. The difference between the two averages is most striking for Chemical looping, where the simple average of the probabilities of success given the high funding trajectory is 42% while the log-odds ratio average is 4%.
National Academy study
In 2007 the National Academy released a report on the second phase of a study on prospective evaluation of applied energy R&D at DOE (National Research Council 2007) . In this report they recommend the use of expert elicitations in order to perform uncertainty analysis over prospective benefits from R&D programs. In this second phase the researchers performed a case study on the DOE's carbon Funding   Fig. 6 The cumulative probability over the additional COE needed to achieve CCS sequestration program, using a panel of 14 experts. In this section we compare the results of the case study with our results.
Carbon capture costs
The NAS study focused on implementation of CCS technologies by 2025. They compare a no-DOE funding scenario with the DOE program as currently projected to be funded. The DOE projects spending an average of about $220M a year over a 20 year period starting in 2001, on the CCS program. This program, however, includes six research streams: CO 2 capture; carbon storage; monitoring, mitigation and verification; breakthrough concepts; non-CO 2 greenhouse gases; and infrastructure development. The first research stream is most similar to the technologies we developed. The research stream on "breakthrough technologies" also considers CO 2 capture technologies and so is relevant.
While we define success endpoints in terms of specific technology, the NAS considered the overall success in terms of increase in cost of electricity (COE). Four possible choices of increases in COE were given to the expert panel: less than 10%; between 10% and 20%; between 20% and 30%; or greater than 30%. The mean increase in COE from the panel assessments was about 15-18% with the DOE program and about 16-20% without it, depending on the level of carbon tax (National Research Council 2007) .
1 In comparison, the technologies we considered have COE increases for coal-fired plants of about 7.5% for Chemical looping, 20% for Pre-combustion, and 35% for Post-combustion.
2 Figure 6 compares the average probabilities in the NAS study with ours. The left panel compares the NAS assessments assuming no DOE funding, with our assessments assuming a low funding trajectory for each technology, a total of about $15M per year. The right panel compares the NAS assessments assuming DOE funding ($220M over six categories), with our assessment assuming a high funding trajectory for each technology, a total of about $110M per year. We have used the 1 The carbon tax is assumed to impact the private sector incentive to innovate; but does not impact the increase in COE directly. 2 These estimates of COE only include additional cost of capture and compression, but exclude the cost of geologic storage. They are presented only for comparison purposes. The actual COE may vary by fuel type, sequestration method and distance, and changes in carbon price and demand for fuel. The estimates presented here assumes zero carbon price and a baseline coal price of $1.7/GJ of primary energy. The detailed assumptions and calculations are presented in the following section. mid-points of each range for the NAS figures; that is, we have represented "less than 10%" by 5%, etc. The figures show the probability of achieving the additional cost to COE on the horizontal axis, or better. So, for example, in the left panel with no or low funding, the NAS has a probability of achieving an additional cost of 15% or less of about 55%; our experts say about 7.5%.
Despite the fact that our funding amounts are higher and our implementation date is later, the average NAS assessments are more optimistic than our experts on average in almost all cases. This may reflect that we assessed specific technologies to reach each of the cost goals, whereas the NAS study assessed aggregate increases in COE, leaving the choice of technology flexible. On the one hand, we would expect their probabilities to be somewhat higher since they are not limited to our specific technologies. On the other hand, it is possible that the NAS experts were not thinking about the specific hurdles that need to be overcome, and so were over-optimistic. It also may reflect the different ways the questions were worded. In particular, we defined success in Post-combustion technology in terms of achieving a cost of $25/ton of avoided CO 2 . This struck some of our experts as a very ambitious goal, with one expert claiming "practically impossible"; and even our optimistic experts did not assign a probability of 100%. However, this cost of avoided CO 2 is equivalent to about a 35% increase in COE. In the NAS study, the worst the technology could do was an increase of 30% or greater. Therefore, this level of increase is essentially in the "failure" bin. It may be that the NAS experts were not carefully translating back and forth between an overall increase in COE and a cost of CO 2 avoided. Our experts were more optimistic (on average) in only one case: they put a high probability of success on Chemical looping under the high funding trajectory.
Finally, a key difference between the two studies is that the NAS results are conditional on specific levels of a carbon tax ($100 and $300/tC); while our elicitations are specifically not conditional on a carbon price. Whether or not to condition on a carbon price is a tricky methodological question. The NAS included it because they were very concerned about capturing the effects on the technology of private sector investments; and private sector investments are strongly dependent on the carbon price. We did not include it, because our goal is to determine the (probabilistic) impact of R&D investments on the entire MAC. The MAC, in turn, impacts the optimal carbon price. Thus, we did not condition on a carbon price in order to avoid circularity. A clear direction for future work is to simultaneously capture the effects of incentives on private sector innovation and the impact of innovation on the future MAC.
Viability of long term storage
The DOE Carbon Sequestration and Technology Roadmap (DOE 2007) lists a number of challenges to the widespread implementation of CCS, including permanence; monitoring, mitigation and verification; permitting and liability; and public acceptance. The NAS study explicitly considered public opposition based on the risk of sequestration; regulatory issues; and physical siting requirements. We did not address these issues in our elicitations. The NAS study addressed it very briefly. They report that the "average panel probability that the large-scale sequestration would be allowed is .66 without DOE's research support and increases to .77 with DOE's support." They note that there was wide disagreement on this, but that the lowest assessment was above 0.5. We will use these estimates in our analysis below.
Impact on the MAC
The expert elicitations provide us with definitions of success for improvements in CCS technology. This section describes the applied analysis of the impacts that success, as defined in the elicitations, might have on the costs of CO 2 abatement. We start by converting the definitions of success given above into a consistent set of parameters for use in MiniCAM. We then go on to derive a Marginal Abatement Cost curve for each definition of success.
From definitions of success to MiniCAM parameters
In this section we present the conversion metric we used in order to obtain the parameters for modeling with MiniCAM. In MiniCAM, CCS technologies are characterized by three technical and economic parameters: capture rate, parasitic energy loss, and non-energy cost. Capture rate is defined as the percentage of carbon captured in the CCS process per ton of carbon contained in the fuel input. Parasitic energy loss is the proportion of reduction in electricity output due to capture process. Non-energy cost is defined as other costs associated with establishing and maintaining the carbon capture component of the power plant, but not the cost of transport and storage of captured CO 2 . The cost of transport and storage of CO 2 is not subject to technical change in our analysis. We used a constant cost of $58/tC 3, 4 obtained from the Climate Change Science Program (Clarke et al. 2007b ) throughout this paper.
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For Pre-combustion, a 10% parasitic energy loss and 90% capture rates were obtained directly from the expert elicitation. (All three technologies considered share the same capture rate of 90%.) Non-energy cost needs to include both capital cost and O&M cost. The success endpoint also specified a 10% increase in the capital cost over the plant without capture. Our baseline capital cost for a coal-fired IGCC power plant obtained from CCTP ) is $2.7 cents/kWh. A 10% increase in the capital cost corresponds to 0.27 cents/kWh. For variable non-energy cost not specified in the elicitations, such as O&M cost, we used the baseline figure from CCTP of 0.16 cents/kWh. Summing these two yields total non-energy cost of 0.43 cents/kWh.
For the Post-combustion technology, experts denoted the energy requirement of capture in terms of derating. A 30% derating is equivalent to 23% parasitic energy loss. 6 The elicitation also specified a total capture cost (including energy and nonenergy costs) of $25 7 per ton of CO 2 . Assuming the carbon content of coal of 27.3 kgC per GJ of primary energy and 50% thermal efficiency (LHV), the total capture cost is equivalent to 1.57 cents/kWh. We used a baseline power plant electricity cost of 4.5 cents/kWh from CCTP ) to convert 23% parasitic energy loss into 1.05 cents/kWh. By subtracting the cost of parasitic energy loss from the total capture cost, we obtain non-energy cost of 0.52 cents/kWh.
For chemical looping, the final cost of energy is given at 5.0 cents/kWh in 2006$, or 4.8 cents/kWh in 2005$. This is merely 0.28 cents/kWh higher than our reference coal-fired power plant in the model (in the year 2050). Since the technology is still in the experimental stage, it is difficult to find a reliable ratio between the energy cost and the non-energy cost. We adopted the ratio from the MiniCAM's baseline CCS component ); 57% for non-energy cost and 43% for energy cost.
8 57% of 0.28 cents/kWh is 0.16 cents/kWh for additional non-energy cost. The remaining energy cost portion of 0.12 cents/kWh is divided by the baseline electricity cost of 4.5 cents/kWh to obtain 2.6% in parasitic energy loss. Since the chemical looping technology is not an add-on component of non-CCS power plant, but rather a different type of power plant, we can think of it as a new type of power plant with combined non-energy cost of 3.5 cents/kWh and 49% efficiency (LHV).
CCS technology can also be applied to other fuel sources, namely oil and gas. 9 We did not explicitly define technology endpoints for these other fuel sources. Rather, we assumed that they would show improvements proportional to the improvements in coal. Specifically, we adopt the ratios between coal and other fuel sources for nonenergy cost and parasitic energy loss from the Climate Change Technology Program . These ratios are then applied to the success endpoints derived for coal CCS technology to obtain parameters for oil and natural gas. These success endpoints are assumed to be widely applicable in the market by 2050. The energy requirement and non-energy cost for the three technologies and three fuel sources are shown in Table 5 .
Methods and assumptions
For this study, we derive MAC curves for the year 2050 under different assumptions about technological pathways. The analysis was conducted using the MiniCAM integrated assessment model. MiniCAM is a global IAM that looks out to 2095 in 15-year timesteps. It is a partial-equilibrium model, with 14 world regions that includes detailed models of land-use and the energy sector. MiniCAM explicitly represents a range of electricity-generating technologies including various generations of nuclear power, solar and wind power, electricity from biomass, as well as multiple fossil generating technologies, characterized by different fuel types and generation methods. Technology characteristics in MiniCAM are inputs to the model; the model does not include learning curves or other approaches to induced technical change. See Brenkert et al. (2003) and Edmonds et al. (2005) for more discussion of the model. Assumptions for technologies other than fossil CCS are based on the version of MiniCAM used in the Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) MiniCAM reference scenario (Clarke et al. 2007b ).
The objective of the analysis was to develop MAC curves under specific assumptions about the characteristics of CCS technologies at a particular time in the future, in this case 2050. These curves relate levels of emissions reduction to carbon prices, thus they approximate the marginal cost of emissions reductions. A range of carbon price paths were created leading up to 2050. In each path, the carbon price increases over time at a constant rate of 5%.
10 In order to approximate MACs, the equilibrium emission abatement level in 2050 from the range of price paths are plotted on the horizontal axis against the carbon price in 2050 on the vertical axis (See Fig. 8) .
11 See Weyant and Hill (1999) for another example of this kind of analysis. The relationship between abatement and the carbon price resulting from this analysis represents a marginal abatement cost function at a particular point in time, and based on the particular assumptions about capital deployment in previous time periods. A similar approach was used for analyzing the impact of cost reduction in photovoltaic cells ).
The version of MiniCAM used in this analysis represents electricity produced by CCS technologies as having a constant unit cost. This cost is derived by summing the energy cost that varies with fuel cost, the carbon price, and the constant non-energy cost. Equilibrium output is derived by a logit formulation in the energy market, which captures regional and other factors that lead to heterogeneity in costs across applications (Clarke and Edmonds 1993) . For this reason, even if a technology such as CCS results in the lowest average cost of electricity due to high carbon prices, it will not capture the entire electricity market. This aspect of the model is quite distinct from the "winner-take-all" method used in some other analyses, including the aforementioned NAS study (National Research Council 2007) . The logit formulation we use, although abstract, partially captures the issues of geographically varying CCS electricity costs, due to quality of fuel, access to fuel sources and sequestration site, etc. The same CCS technology would cost more in a location where coal mines and carbon sequestration sites are far away from where the electricity is demanded; therefore, even a CCS technology that has the lowest unit cost in the electricity market in general may still not be deployed in some areas. On the other hand, we have made the simplifying assumption that only the CCS technology with the lowest cost will be implemented: if all three technologies are successful, then chemical looping will be used; if both pre-and post-combustion are successful, only precombustion will be used.
Unlike some other low-carbon energy sources, such as wind and solar, CCS electricity is subject to a carbon tax. The CCS technologies considered do not capture 100% of the carbon in the fuel source. Thus, electricity produced by CCS technologies will still be subjected to carbon tax. According to the Global Energy Technology Strategy Program (GTSP) report, at high carbon prices, even a 10% release of CO 2 could have a profound impact on the selection of generation technology (Dooley et al. 2006) . In fact, we do observe declining deployment of CCS at very high carbon prices associated with high levels of abatement from the modeling results (such as Fig. 7 Trajectories of parasitic energy loss and additional non-energy cost for the coal-fired powerplant CCS technologies 90% abatement level). This effect is more pronounced for CCS technologies with higher capture energy requirement, such as Post-combustion technology. As more primary energy is required to produce a unit of electricity, more fuel is used, and thus more carbon is vented uncaptured. This effect dynamically changes the equilibrium level of deployment according to the carbon price and technology characteristics.
The treatment of technical change leading up to 2050 is also important. Since the lifetimes of power plants are considerably longer than the 15 year timesteps used in MiniCAM, power plants built in 2020 or 2035 would still affect the emissions reductions in 2050. Hence, in this analysis, instead of assuming an instantaneous advancement, the parameters of the CCS technologies are assumed to decline over time up to 2050. Figure 7 shows the trajectories of capture energy requirement and non-energy cost for coal-fired power plants with CCS. Natural gas CCS and oil CCS follow the same decline trend, conserving the ratio given in Table 5 . Starting in 2020, Post-combustion energy requirement and non-energy cost are assumed to decline at a rate of 1% per year to meet the target parameters in 2050. Pre-combustion and chemical-looping technologies are assumed to share the same starting point in 2020, but the rate of decline is raised to meet the corresponding target in 2050.
MiniCAM results
In this section we present the marginal abatement cost curves in 2050 generated by MiniCAM using the costs implied by the definitions of success in Table 5 , and interpret the implications to CO 2 abatement.
12 Figure 8 shows the global economywide MAC curves generated based on the scenarios with each of the three CCS technologies introduced and on a reference scenario with the CCS component switched off. For purposes of comparison, we have also included an additional technology that has the parameters of Pre-combustion, but has a capture rate of 98%. We assumed that the CCS technologies are perfect substitutes. In joint success cases where more than two CCS technologies succeeded, we assumed only the lowest cost technology to be available.
Several observations of the results bear note. First, advances in CCS show minimal impact on emissions reductions in the absence of a carbon price. Such results are quite different from other alternative energy sources such as PV ). While low cost PVs may be deployed in geographically well-suited areas solely because they are the least expensive option in the market, it is unlikely for CCS, since even with large reductions in the cost, the final cost of electricity will always be higher than the cost of producing energy with the same technology without a CCS component. Other than small scale carbon capture to supply CO 2 for industrial uses (Dooley et al. 2006) , no other advantage would make CCS electricity less expensive than electricity from the same power plant with the CCS component turned off. Thus, CCS technologies will only make a visible impact on the MAC when the carbon price is positive. Second, the absolute level of reductions in the MAC associated with the introduction of CCS technologies increases as the abatement level goes up. CCS technologies take a larger share of the electricity market as higher levels of abatement are required and the carbon price goes up. The benefit gained from reducing the cost of CCS electricity becomes larger as more CCS power plants are deployed. In fact, we observe the MAC curves with advanced CCS diverging from the reference MAC as the abatement level increases.
Third, the magnitude of the shift from the No CCS curve to the Post-combustion curve is larger than the shift between any of the two different technologies, beyond 40% abatement. At medium to high levels of abatement, incremental reductions in cost appear to be less important than the effect of simply having CCS technology in the market. At these levels of abatement, scenarios without CCS start to run out of low-cost abatement options-such as fuel-switching to natural gas-and must start deploying higher cost options-such as further deployment of PVs in areas with less sunshine. Simply having CCS technology as an option, even at a high cost, relaxes such constraints.
Fourth, the availability of a very high capture rate has a large impact at very high levels of abatement. Note that the MAC for the high-capture technology veers off from the other MACs at about 80% abatement. At that point, the high capture rate (which allows this technology to avoid the carbon tax almost completely) outweighs the lower costs in the Chemical looping technology. If it is likely that very high abatement levels are to be warranted, it might make sense to focus some attention on technologies that have very high capture rates. More to the point, the ability to engineer very high capture rates at reasonable costs provides an option value. Hence, attention should be paid to any systematic differences between the technologies with respect to the ability to engineer high capture rates.
Parameterizing the impact on the MAC
In this section we parameterize the impact of CCS on the MAC. We use the data generated above to estimate a smooth relationship between technical change and the impacts on the MAC. We do this for three reasons. First, it provides a single metric on which to do analysis, leading to insights about the cost effectiveness of different types of R&D, for example. In Section 4 below we perform some initial analyses like this. Second, many top-down economic analyses represent technical change in terms of a shift or pivot to the MAC; thus our estimate provides an empirical bases for such analyses. Third, as illustrated by Fig. 1 , this work is intended to inform an overall portfolio analysis under uncertainty. For this we need to know how the entire MAC is affected; and we want it to be portable to a wide number of representations of the MAC. The first characteristic means that the impact on the MAC is the right level of detail. The 2nd characteristic argues for parameterizing the impact using a small number of parameters.
We observe from Fig. 8 that CCS appears to pivot the MAC curve down. Thus, we parameterize the impact on the MAC through a pivot parameter. This parameter satisfies the above criteria in a way that the area under the curve, for example, would not. In terms of determining the optimal abatement, it is very important whether the new MAC diverges from the old at low levels of abatement or at high levels; a measure of area would not sufficiently indicate this.
Specifically, we let
where the tilda represents the MAC after technical change parameterized by α. We estimate the parameter α by averaging over the pivot at different percentiles. We average the pivot for 3%, 5%, 7%, and 10% abatement. Then we average that with the pivot for 10%, 20%, ..., 90% abatement. We use this method rather than minimizing the square errors between the estimated curve and the empirical curve for two reasons. The first reason is that the MAC is much higher at high levels of abatement, and so minimizing the square errors will put too much weight on high levels of abatement. Second, the model becomes less stable at very high levels of abatement, and thus we have less confidence over that range. Averaging the pivots puts an even weighting on all levels of abatement. Table 6 shows the values of alpha for each of the three main technologies. Figure 9 compares the empirical MACs estimated using MiniCAM with the MACs estimated using the values of α in Table 6 . In this section, we have estimated the impact of technical successes on the MAC curve. In the next section, we combine the assessed probabilities of achieving such success for the given funding levels with the calculated impact for a successful technology in order to analyze the net potential impact of R&D funding. 
Data analysis
In this section we combine the probabilities provided by the experts in Section 2.3 with information on the impacts on the MAC from Section 3. We want to represent the probabilistic relationship between R&D investments and technical change, where technical change is represented by the impact on the MAC, α. In order to translate our data into information about the returns to R&D, we need to hypothesize funding orders-rules determining which project will get funded first, second, etc. Using these funding orders, we present information on the marginal impact of additional R&D investment in two different ways-on the expected value of α and on the probability of success. The most typical funding order would be to fund projects in the order of the expected impact per dollar invested. This is a good heuristic that is widely used in industry, although it clearly does not always result in the optimal portfolio. One major weakness of this heuristic is that it ignores risk issues completely, only focusing on expected return. Therefore, it may be useful to consider alternate funding orders. We also consider a "high risk" and "low risk" funding order, since previous work has shown that the optimal riskiness of the projects may vary (Baker and AduBonnah 2008) . The "low risk" order is determined by funding projects in order of the probability of success per dollar invested. This is what an extremely risk averse decision maker might do. The high risk order is determined by funding projects in order of the potential impact per dollar invested (ignoring the probability of success). This corresponds to the behavior of an extremely risk seeking decision maker. For the Main and Low Risk funding orders, we have used both averaged probabilities and log-odds averaged probabilities. Table 7 shows the order in which projects would be funded for the five funding orders.
We see that Chemical looping is funded first in two of the orders; whereas postcombustion comes first in the other three. Chemical looping has the highest impact, if successful, and so comes first in the high risk order. When using average probabilities, the probability of success is relatively high and the investment is low, so it has a high expected impact per dollar invested. However, when using log averages, the probability of success is low, therefore it does not rank high in that order. While post combustion has the smallest impact overall, it has very high probabilities of success, and so ranks high in a number of the lists.
Note that in some of the funding orders some of the projects are not listed at all (such as chemical looping low in the Main order). This is because they are not efficient: the appropriate metric is lower for a low funding level than for a high funding level. For example, for chemical looping, the expected shift per dollar invested,
is .001; .003. .002 for the low-, medium-, and high-funding trajectories. This would imply that we would first fund the medium, then the high, then the low. This makes no sense, and so the low funded project is simply not funded. Another way to think about this, is that there is increasing returns to scale between the low and medium project, therefore the low project is not efficient. On the other hand there are decreasing returns between the medium and low. Whether it is optimal to invest in the medium or low depends on the marginal value of the projects.
One salient point is that research into pre-combustion capture (that is combined with IGCC) is rarely higher on the lists than research into post-combustion capture (which is usually combined with pulverized coal). The reason is that, while the shift to the MAC is better given success, the probabilities of success that we elicited were uniformly low. We do note above, however, that there may be increasing returns to pre-combustion research.
In Fig. 10 we show the expected return for the Main and High Risk funding orders (the Low Risk funding order is almost identical to the Main). The left panel uses the averaged probabilities; the right panel uses log-averaged probabilities. We have also factored in the probability of viability from the NAS study. We have assumed that the probability is 0.66 at zero funding; 0.77 at our maximum funding of $960M; and linearly interpolated between the two points.
Note that there is a sharp bend for the funding orders in the left panel. When such an "elbow point" exists, it provides us with a portfolio that is optimal for a wide range of estimates of the value of pivoting the MAC down. The point where the bend is corresponds to funding Chemical looping at the high level and Post-combustion at the low level; and possibly Pre-combustion at the low level in the high risk case.
In the right panel, the Main-L funding order (and the Low Risk-L not shown) shows almost linear returns to R&D. If we assume that no government funding gives a probability of zero, then the elbow point would be at a low investment in Postcombustion. If, on the other hand, we assume that the curve is smooth, and that no government funding would give an expected alpha of about 0.08, then the elbow is at no government funding. The high risk curve is quite different. The sharp elbow here would indicate a high investment in Chemical looping and low investments in both pre-and post-combustion, the same as implied by the left panel. While these curves incorporate the experts' probabilities, they do not explicitly represent uncertainty in the efficacy of R&D. One way to include uncertainty in models is to separate out the individual experts. In this case, only two of the experts had probabilities over all three technologies. Figure 11 shows the expected pivot for Experts 1 and 3, using the Main funding order. We could put a 1/2 probability on each curve, and use that to determine the optimal investment under uncertainty, or to determine the value of better information.
In Fig. 12 we show how the probability of success is impacted by investment. We show the probability of success for each project as a function of funding for the main funding order, using averaged probabilities. We also show the probability of achieving success in at least one of the projects. We have incorporated the uncertainty over the long term viability of CCS into this figure. If the Main funding order is followed, then the first two investments give some probability of high success; the next two investments give some probability of low success; and the next two give some probability of medium success. The last investment, a high investment into Post-combustion, gives a marginally higher probability of low success. This data can be used in models that represent R&D as increasing the probability of . This may be the most straightforward way to implement the randomness in a wide variety of models.
Discussion
We have performed expert elicitations on the potential for advancement in carbon capture technologies; implemented the definitions of technical endpoints into an Integrated Assessment Model in order to determine how the technologies are likely to impact the climate change problem, if they are successful; and presented results on the probabilistic relationship between R&D funding and climate change impacts. The analysis has highlighted three key areas of concern, where the collection of more information may be of high value. First, there is disagreement over the probability of success of Post-combustion. If successful, this appears to lead to a significant impact on costs, pivoting the MAC down by 21%. Our experts, however, disagree over likelihoods, with probabilities of success at low funding levels ranging between 12% and 98%. Moreover, the NAS study put this level of success in their "failure" category. That is, they appear to assume that a carbon capture technology equivalent to our definition of success for Post-combustion will exist with very high probability without any government funding at all. Moreover, the baseline assumptions in the CCTP , for example, are much more aggressive than our definition. Thus, a large part of the climate policy community is taking as given a technology which appears to be at least somewhat controversial. This suggests that it would benefit the carbon capture community to clearly discuss the hurdles for this technology. From the rationales, and from our other work, we believe that the significant disagreement is about reaching specified cost goals. On the other hand, our results indicate that achieving a particular cost goal may not be as important as simply having a viable technology.
Second, there is disagreement over the probability of success for Chemical looping. Because this technology is relatively cutting edge, and because carbon capture is very topical at the moment, we had difficulty finding experts to assess this. The differences between the two experts in their assessments are extreme, ranging from a probability of less than 1% to a probability of 84% at the high end of funding. This disagreement is particularly important as it drives key differences in the funding orders.
These two disagreements together lead to very different focal portfolios when we combine probabilities in different ways. When probabilities are averaged, or when a very high-risk, high-payoff strategy is preferred, then a portfolio of aggressive investments in chemical looping, combined with moderate investments in pre-and post-combustion appears fairly robust. On the other hand, when probabilities are calculated through log-odds averaging, the most robust policy appears to be no government funding.
Third, it is crucial that we understand the likelihood that, given technological success, CCS will be implemented widely. We have seen from our MACs that simply having CCS as an option to combat climate change is quite valuable. Yet, if the likelihood of implementing it is not high, then it reduces the attractiveness of a broad R&D investment in this technology (and increases the importance of pursuing other lines of research). The NAS study made a first attempt to assess this likelihood, but it is a very complicated question. It involves technical questions about the viability and long term security of geologic storage; plus a range of non-technical issues and social preferences. Thus, we recommend that a workshop or series of workshops be held to assess the probability of long term viability, along with a more in depth elicitation over the probability of success of the capture technologies.
Because this was an initial look at the range of current opinion, it is important for us to conclude with lessons learned and recommendations for future work along these lines. With relatively small numbers of experts, especially for chemical looping, results should be interpreted cautiously. The mean probabilities from such small samples are sensitive to the exact set of experts used; on the other hand, prior work has shown that the incremental value of adding another expert decreases significantly after three to four experts (Winkler and Clemen 2004) . Thus, our results may be most profitably viewed as indicative of the level of agreement or disagreement about the prospects for various technologies. It is doubtful that the path to higher quality estimates is merely querying more experts (except in the case of chemical looping); rather, given the type of disagreements about both cost-targets and fundamental viability of some technologies, it would be to have a richer dialogue between the experts in order to get as close as possible to the underlying reasons for disagreement.
We used a mix of face-to-face conversations, phone calls and email to communicate with experts, and included a round of feedback to share viewpoints among experts. With greater resources for engagement of experts, it would be desirable to hold a multi-day workshop or series of workshops in which experts first meet to air issues, jointly clarify assumptions and definitions and structure event trees, then work individually with assessors to provide individualized probability assessments, and finally discuss where these assessments differ before finalizing the assessments. Because it was especially hard to agree on the prospects for meeting cost targets, preparation for the assessments might include pre-reading material on industry learning curves, participation of industry experts with particular experience on the issue of manufacturing cost, and perhaps structuring event trees to include the response of industry so that the circumstances leading to potential industrial scale cost reduction are less ambiguous. This should reduce the variance among assessments and improve the consistency of their rationales. With more time and resources available, we might also enrich the assessments in other ways. For example, rather than formulating a single definition of success, one could describe several different levels of success (or ranges) and assess probabilities of reaching each of them. This paper is a first step toward treating CCS research activities as a portfolio in which risk and return should be balanced. We have found that experts indeed do have opinions about risk and return that can be incorporated in economic models. The economic implications of these opinions are illuminating, and also demonstrate the importance of additional dialogue to synthesize the knowledge of the research community with regard to society's management of this portfolio.
